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President’s Update 
Simon Molloy

Greetings and a slightly belated Happy New Year 
for 2018 to all SCALA members.

We’re currently in SCALA’s quiet time of year. 
We’ve really just emerged from our short 
Christmas hiatus and have now disappeared 
into our Fringe hiatus. So, make a note of our 
big return to the Wheaty SCALA Sessions on 
Thursday March 22 (more on that below).
As I hope you have noticed, the Board has been 
hard at work to improve the ‘SCALA experience’ 
– improved website, social media presence, 
greatly enhanced online membership system and 
even better and tighter sessions for our SCALA 
Showcase every second Thursday, more Song 
writing Workshops and so on.

We are also bringing national and international 
singer songwriters to the Wheaty stage. Late last 
year the audience was blown away by Canadian 
songwriter	Scott	Cook.	As	soon	as	he	finished	
his set almost half the audience jumped up and 
went and bought one or more of his CDs. SCALA 
remains primarily a showcase for local song 
writers but, as part of our wider mission – to 
encourage and promote – song writing – we think 
it’s valuable to see how the pros do it from time 
to time. This year you’ll be seeing an even bigger 
range of performers starting with our ‘Special 
Event – The Canadian Night’ for the 22 March 
show featuring two leading songwriters from 
that big cold place on top of the USA. Scott Cook is 
back and with him Corin Raymond supported by 
Alex and Emma.

We will also be hosting more song writing 
workshops. Last year’s workshops by Robyn 
Habel and John Schumann were packed to the 
rafters and were fantastic learning experiences. 
This year, we will be exploring new workshop 
formats so keep your eye on the website!

Just a reminder that FOOM will be upon us before 
we know it so stay tuned for the announcement of 
the dates.

Please also consider coming along to our Annual 
General Meeting on  April 5th. It will be an 
important one. By way of advance notice, we will 
be proposing two changes to our Constitution: 
increasing the size of the Board from 8 to 12 to 
share the workload around a bit more and to 
reduce the required number of board meetings 
from one per month to one every two months. The 
latter is to free up some time for special purpose 
working groups and because we have much better 
communications than we had in 1987 when 
SCALA was formed. It’s your Constitution so be 
there to have your say and to participate in the 
election of new Board members. You might want 
to consider nominating yourself! Or perhaps just 
volunteer to help regularly with the work that 
keeps SCALA running.

Finally, as usual, I’d strongly encourage to try 
and bring new people into the SCALA fold. I don’t 
have to tell you what a great community it is. 
Every fortnight I am in awe of the co-operative, 
respectful and supportive environment that 
we create for original music performers. We all 
play a role in maintaining and nurturing that 
environment and we all have an interest in 
building and strengthening it. 

So,	find	a	friend	who	loves	music	and	who	has	
never been to our sessions and drag them along. 
Everyone one can contribute to SCALA’s viability 
and vibrancy.
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Members CD Launches
                ‘Good Heart’,  Paula Standing

Singer Songwriter Paula Standing launched her 
EP ‘Good Heart’ at the Daniel O’Connell Hotel on 
Friday 17th November 2017 to a well-attended 
receptive audience, and also launched her new 
video clip produced by Nat Henry for the opening 
track, ‘Pity Me’.
Paula was accompanied by lead guitarist Emily A. 
Smith, bassist Shireen Khemlani and drummer Ky-
rie Anderson. Paula’s EP was recorded and mixed 
at Anthony Stewart’s Red Brick Studios.
‘Good Heart’’ EP spent several weeks in the 3DRa-
dio 20+1 charts in December / January peaking at 
No.5.
A few of the tracks, mainly ‘Good Heart’; ‘Pity Me’’ 
and ‘Can’t Stand By’ have hit the No.1 and 2 spots 
Australia wide on N1M [online music platform]. 
‘Chic Chic Boom’ has hit No.4 for N1M Americana 
charts in Australia!
Paula’s EP ‘Good Heart’ can be purchased from 
Paula’s website 
http://www.paulastanding.com/shop/

Photos by Emma Woolcock

  ADELAIDE BAND THE TANGERINES 
RELEASE THEIR DEBUT SELF-TITLED EP 

Adelaide band The Tangerines has released its 
debut self-titled EP. The Tangerines are Shane 
Abbott (keyboard), Rowey G (vocal/guitar), 
Paulius Rupinskas (bass), and Darren Za Za 
(lead guitar). The Tangerines EP was recorded 
at Red Brick Music and features some leading 
Adelaide musicians Andy Armstrong (vocals), 
Charger	(flute),	Jack	Degenhart	(Saxophone),	
and Tim Irrgang (drums). The EP was launched 
in November 2017 to a sold out event at Mama 
Jambo (Adelaide). 

The EP’s expansive textures move between 
slow, sexy grooves, atmospheric lullabies, and 
dark, haunting ballads. In December 2017 this 
release was chosen as the feature album on Radio 
Adelaide (101.5FM). 

Influenced	by	the	unpredictability	of	jazz	and	the	
richness of soul, The Tangerines can be gleeful 
one moment and dark and edgy the next. 
Original members, vocalist Rowena Garcia and 
keyboardist Shane Abbott were joined in 2013 
by bassist Paulius Rupinskas. As a trio they 
refined	a	minimalist	sound	that	balanced	soft	
melodic intimacy with Rowena Garcia’s soulfully 
impassioned vocal. In 2015 lead guitarist Darren 
Za Za joined to complement the line-up with his 
enchanting soundscapes. 

More information is available from:
www.thetangerinesmusic.com.

http://www.paulastanding.com/shop/
http://www.thetangerinesmusic.com.
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A FEW OF OUR  SPONSORS
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So You’re a Singer Songwriter.... ? 
The emphasis in the title is meant to remind 
us that serious singers will aim to develop, 
strengthen and respect their ‘vocal instrument’.  
Unless deliberately cultivating  the snarling stage 
persona of an angst-ridden, punk performer, one 
should be open to any information and advice 
that may help her/him to understand aspects of 
the voice, especially as it is employed to sing with.
 
A workshop organised by SPIN (Southern Poets 
Interactive Network) recently was, I think, 
immensely valuable for singers. It was led by 
professional singing teacher Stella Panozzo, on a 
‘warm’ Saturday in the city, and worth every cent 
of the fee and every second of the three hours put 
in by ten or so attendees. 

This is a summary for Songspeak readers:

A ‘Voice’ for Male and Female Singers

Stella began by pointing out the (usual) difference  
between male and female singing voices. For 
men, she said, a ‘speech quality’ is often apparent 
in their singing; for women this is not the norm. 
The terms ‘head voice’ (female) and ‘chest voice’ 
(male) are often part of a singing teacher’s vocab, 
said Stella, quickly adding that there should be 
no problem at all for singers of either sex who 
want to extend their range, that is, strengthen 
both ‘head’ and ‘chest’ voices. People like Elvis 
Presley and Roy Orbison had an immense range 
and weren’t afraid to use it. Joan Baez admitted 
recently she had allowed her wonderful soprano 
of yore to fade and now had to work hard to bring 
it back.

Posture
I was totally unaware until this workshop 
just where the top of our spinal column ends.  
Would you believe that the spine only ceases at 
that imaginary line between ear and ear?!  If, 
therefore,  we tend to a stoop or tilt our head too 
far up or down while singing, our song may suffer. 
The caveat to this, said Stella, is the mistaken 
feeling that ‘posture’ is standing rigid, like a 
soldier on guard duty. NOT so, said our tutor - 
good	posture	is	being	fluid	and	‘plastic’	with	one’s	
stance, understanding that the song being sung 
can gain so much as a result....To help ascertain a 
strong	‘posture	base’,	simply	lie	flat	on	the	floor,	
face up.  The line where back of head, shoulders 

and buttocks meet while horizontal should, more 
or less, be the same line when you stand again. 

Breathing
 Is a good idea (!), but for singers it’s a great idea 
to have a little gen on the various body parts  that 
help the voice ‘go out’ to your audience.  Stella 
referred to lungs, rib-cage, larynx, diaphragm, etc.  
We can work on some of these, like the rib-cage, 
she said,  while some areas - diaphragm, eg -  are 
best left to ‘do their own thing’. 

 Imagine the mouth is a balloon, full of air, 
recommended our tutor.  At the back of the 
‘balloon’, in the larynx, are the vocal folds. As we 
allow	air	to	flow	from	the	balloon,	the	vocal	folds	
and changing air pressure produce a pitch of 
sound when we engage them. High air pressure - 
high pitch of sound; low air pressure - low pitch 
of sound. 

A sad comment on our growing, felt Stella, is that 
a child has no problems whatever in breathing, 
projecting voice, in just ‘being natural’.....
Unfortunately, as that child grows up, Life dumps 
a whole lot of stuff on him/her which can inhibit 
that natural voice and even damage the singer 
she/he wants to be.  

So - to help regain what may need strengthening, 
some simple exercises for the singer of songs! 

#   “Smell the Flowers’ -   imagine a lovely bouquet 
of	flowers,	just	in	front	of	your	nose.	Sniff	‘em,	
taking in every lovely scent..... 
#  “The Siren” - humming, raise and lower the 
pitch in a continuing ‘siren’ sound. 
#   “Blow like a Horse”  - expel air from your 
mouth like a horse does, keeping lips loose. 
#    “Hydrate, Hydrate”  - keep your mouth moist 
while singing, but water rather than ‘other 
liquids’ is best.....! 
#  “Yawn” - to give your mouth a good stretch.
In wrapping up the workshop, Stella 
recommended		the	advantage	overall	fitness	for	
any singer.  Walking, swimming, yoga, Tai Chi, TM, 
etc all can be very useful. 

WE NEED SONGS, said our teacher.  They are a 
major part of the well-being of human beings!  
So, keep on writing them and singing them.....

Geoff Hastwell
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SCALA 22nd March 2018

ACT 1  Alex and Emma
Alexander Black is a twenty-three year old 
SCALA award winning folk/singer-songwriter 
and local Adelaide musician. Currently 
working	on	his	debut	EP,	he	has	definitively	
sought the pursuit of a serious existence as 
musical expeditionary, on a journey of artistic 
enlightenment;	A	lifer.	He	has	firmly	established	
his own voice as a storyteller of life, and death, 
and all the madness in between.

Emma Jayne is a twenty-two year old 2017 
SCALA Grand Finalist. With her dulcet tones and 
songs from the heart, Emma Jayne is the true 
essence of a singer-songwriter. Compared to the 
likes of Sara Bareilles and Carrie Underwood, 
you’ll be captivated by Emma’s charming 
melodies and refreshingly real lyrics. 

Enjoy a taste of contemporary pop/folk music as 
Alex and Emma combine their talents and invite 
you to lean in a little bit closer.

ACT 2  Scott Cook

Scott Cook (www.scottcook.net) has distilled the 
stories collected over a decade of near-incessant 
touring across Canada, the USA, Europe, Asia, and 
Australia into straight-talking, keenly observant 
verse.		He	has	already	completed	five	tours	of	
Australia, including talked-about performances 
at Woodford, Cobargo, Candelo, Newstead, 
Illawarra, the National, and Yackandandah folk 

festivals.  In the words of the UK’s RnR Magazine, 
“there’s	nothing	flash	about	Canada’s	Cook.	He	
sings his heart and soul, and in doing so lets light 
flood	into	your	own...	Truly	one	of	Woody	Guthrie’s	
children.”

A roots balladeer with a rare personal warmth, 
Canada’s Scott Cook has managed to distil the 
stories  into straight-talking, keenly observant 
verse. He brings humour, a disarming honesty, 
years of roads, and a deep love of humanity to 
his songcraft and storytelling. He is equally at 
home alone on stage, accompanying himself with 
fingerstyle	guitar	and	clawhammer	banjo.	Cook’s	
songs are true stories set to music, drawing on 
influences	from	folk,	roots,	country,	soul,	and	blues.	
He has made his living playing music full-time 
since 2007, and despite all the hard
miles, he still believes that songs can change your 
life, and your life can change the world.

“There’s	nothing	flash	about	Canada’s	Cook.	He	
sings his heart and soul, and in doing so lets light 
flood	into	your	own...	A	good	eye	for	imagery,	a	
gentle human touch, a wry sense of humour, a 
whole lot of integrity, a warm, rugged voice... Truly 
one of Woody Guthrie’s children.” -David Burke, R2 
Magazine, UK

“One of Canada’s most inspiring and imaginative 
storytellers... beautifully written lyrics, intricate 
chordal patterns and a refreshing plain-spoken 
vocal clarity. Four stars.”- Emily Saxton, Maverick 
Country, UK

“Scott Cook has distilled his travels down into 
songs powered by a sharp eye for imagery, a 

Whoa! Those pesky maple-munching, melody-making, mounties, Corin  Raymond and 
Scott Cook, divert their Oz tour for a much-anticipated  night of intelligent and witty 

song-telling at the Wheaty on March 22.

Soloists, Scott and Corin, are SCALA’s debut international artists in  a series of 
special 2018 SCALA events where we invite selected,  

currently-Oz-touring singer songwriters to exclusively include  
Adelaide and headline for us and we can’t wait to showcase these brave  Canadians 

first up!

Tickets limited. Supported by Emma and Alex (AUS).
Proudly presented in partnership with SCALA and the Wheaty.

http://www.scottcook.net
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healthy dose of humanity, and that unforgettable 
voice, that at the same time intones the rigors 
of the road and the most comfortable couch you 
have ever slept on.” -David Francey, 3x Juno-
winning songwriter

“Like a conversational bottle of Jack passed 
around	a	dawn	fire,	everything	burning	just	right.
-Fish Griwkowsky, SEE Magazine, Canada

“All tracks are beautifully stripped down and 
played at a very intimate level that invites the 
listener in. I am pleased to have discovered this 
artist of real substance.” –Paul McGee, Lonesome 
Highway, USA

Website: http://www.scottcook.net

ACT 3  Corin Raymond (Canada)

Corin Raymond (www.corinraymond.com) is a 
legendary Canadian songwriter whose songs are 
covered	by	a	far	flung	community	of	established	
roots	musicians	and	campfire	enthusiasts.	
Acoustic Guitar calls Raymond’s latest JUNO 
award-nominated album ‘Hobo Jungle Fever 
Dreams’ “a hypnotic, literate collection of dark tall 
tales... Romantic, immediate, and narcotic”, while 
The Globe and Mail says “Corin Raymond is a 
storyteller who by the end of the night you’ll have 
known your whole life.”

Toronto songwriter Corin Raymond’s love of 
words began in the car with his father, driving the 
endless jack-pined distances of Northern Ontario. 
His father would tell Corin Greek myths to pass 
the time, and for Corin, this began a lifelong love 
affair with words and stories that set him on 
the path to becoming an acclaimed songwriter 
and a student of songcraft. Corin has travelled 
the length and breadth of Canada and across the 
globe, and his songs are being covered by artists 
like The Good Lovelies, The Strumbellas, Jonathan 
Byrd, Dustin Bentall, The Harpoonist and the Axe 
Murderer, and many more. With Corin’s latest 
album, JUNO Contemporary Roots nominated 
‘Hobo Jungle Fever Dreams,’ he’s created his 
finest	collection	yet.			
Recorded in Toronto in 2015, ‘Hobo Jungle Fever 
Dreams’ was produced by Canadian guitarist/

songwriter David Gillis. “I love his creativity,” 
Corin says about Gillis, “and I love his tenacity.” As 
well as turning to Raymond-regulars like Treasa 
Levasseur, Corin and Gillis found cameo support 
from the likes of Sarah Harmer, and Juno blues 
nominee Jason Nowicki (The Perpetrators). 
Gillis’s	full-band	arrangements	and	electrified	
textures are distinguished by Corin’s storytelling. 
Corin has an eye for the smallest details that carry 
the most meaning. In “Hard on Things,” he strings 
a litany of these details into an all-too-relatable 
confession: “I’ve worn out two gold wedding 
rings, ‘cause I’m hard on things.” With “Morning 
Glories,”	Corin	describes	a	fixture	of	Toronto’s	
Kensington Market: “He’s a pension cheque 
gambler, he’s a park bench instructor / he’s a 
bread crumb handler, and a pigeon conductor.”  

A true Canadian troubadour, the studio work on 
Corin Raymond’s last project, ‘Paper Nickels’, 
a double-album hardcover book-packaged 
tribute to his fellow songwriters, was - through 
an absurd triumph of crowd-funding - paid for 
entirely with Canadian Tire money, handed to 
Corin by fans across the country. Raymond also 
has two non-musical, one-man, “storytelling” 
shows under his belt - Bookworm (2011) and 
The Great Canadian Tire Money Caper (2014), 
which he has toured extensively to over a dozen 
Fringe Festivals, literary festivals, and theatres in 
three countries. 
In Corin’s mind, songs have their own instincts 
for survival. “I liken songs to dandelion seeds and 
things that are borne on the wind or that cling to 
the cuffs of your jeans. Good songs are like burrs. 
They will attach themselves to you.”

http://www.scottcook.net 
http://www.corinraymond.com)
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EDITORIAL
Greetings	from	SCALA,	in	the	first	of	four	
Songspeaks scheduled for 2018. The plan is to 
produce  a Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring 
edition, though not necessarily having MP3s of 
Vivaldi attached....!

Together with email updates, our FB pages 
and	the	(now	being	refined)	website,	you’ll	be	
kept well in the loop with all happenings in the 
songwriting realm. Do feel more than welcome to 
contribute copy any time - contact details below.
Soon the Board will be sending info of our AGM 
on April 5th. Nothing drastic in sight, but a few 
tweaks of the Constitution are on the agenda.
Well before this, on March 15th, the next SCALA 
Workshop will take place at the Box Factory, 
Regent St South, City.  Helped by Adrienne 
Lovelock, no mean writer herself, we’ll offer 
workshops, free of charge, in a cycle: Guest 
Presenter/Feedback on work in progress/Panel-
led	sessions.	Our	first	for	2018,	in	Feb,	was	
hosted by Paul Roberts, who not only gave us 
several very strong pieces he’s written, but also 
encouraged attendees to play some of their own 
work.  A ‘round the table’ feedback time at the 
end was invaluable. Thank you very much, Paul.

On March 22nd, get ready for ‘the itinerant 
Canadians’, Scott Cook and Corin Raymond, 
who’ll drive from Melbourne, do their Wheaty gig 
for SCALA, then drive back the next day! Their 
dedication may be equalled by folks who saw 
Scott’s SCALA set not long ago. These souls might 
resort to knock down the Wheaty doors at 3pm 
to ensure they have a place in the pub that night. 
Don’t say you haven’t been given a ‘hot tip’!

We bid a sad and warm and grateful farewell to 
Clayton Werner, now retiring from the SCALA 
Board.  Well, he’s been Treasurer for at least 
twenty years, so a teeny break may be due.....
Sincerely mate, all the best from SCALA.  Thank 
you. New member Jack Moore has bravely and 
typically volunteered to take on the Treasurer’s 
job, and everyone  wishes him the very best in 
keeping SCALA  in the black.

At the same time, Emma  Grieger and Alexander 
Black are joining the SCALA Board, and a hearty 
welcome  to them both. Indeed, this talented duo 
will be supporting Scott and Corin on the 22nd, 

another excellent reason to be there!  

I wish everybody well in getting through ‘Mad 
March Mode’ ....  various elections, Adelaide 
Festival, the Fringe, Writers’ Week, horse racing, 
screaming street machines, WOMAD.... the list 
goes on. 
Make some time to make some music!

Geoff Hastwell
       ghastwell@optusnet.com.au
        0498 566 263 

Classifieds

For Sale:

-  Cordless Mipro six channel mic, ACT 707HE. 
Not used. $300.00
-  Gibson Hummingbird acoustic guitar Seven 
years old, in excellent condition. Plush-lined case, 
basic pick-up. US made model, number 013 890 
30.  $3,000.00.
-  Amp 40 watts, 2 channel - Peavey KB/A15. 
Acoustic/keyboard. Very good condition. $150.00.              

Offer...

SOUND MILLER Studio at Morphett Vale is 
offering two free demos, mixed and mastered 
to spread the word about establishing itself 
in this area. Too good to be true? Ring Max 
Miller on 0468 922 804, or email him on max@
soundmiller.com.au.

Let Songspeak know how you fared if you do take 
up the offer.

Express interest in any of these to Ed: 0498 566 
263
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A Professional SCALA 
Member in the Fringe

At this very time, long-time SCALA man Loucas 
Loizou is presenting not one but three shows in 
the Adelaide Fringe Festival!

Two are basically ‘just songs’, with originals and 
covers, the latter in Greek and  English, but per-
haps the most interesting for singer-songwriters 
and performers is Louc’s adaptation of ‘Oedipus 
Rex ‘as a one-man (yes, one-man!) show...... 
When Loucas let me in on this idea some months 
ago, I must admit to having  had ‘reservations’.   
The play, after all, is one of the greatest tragedies 
ever written, gaining second place for author 
Sophocles at the City Dionysia in  Athens, 429BC, 
and since then justly lauded as brilliant theatre. 
(Having been in a production of ‘Oedipus’ during 
Flinders Uni Drama studies in the late 60s, with 
a cast of at least twenty, I hope I know what I’m 
talking about!) 

But for anyone to even contemplate a one-
hander....? 

Well, all those ‘reservations’  simply vanished 
when I attended opening night of the ‘small-cast’ 
‘Oedipus’ in the old Treasury Building cellars, 
Flinders Street, city. If ever a venue suited its 
material, this place did/does. A basement, long 
corridors of  brick and concrete, little annexes 
such as a kitchen used by troopers guarding  the 
gold bullion stored here in the late 1800s.....  You 
want atmosphere? You got it!! 

The performance space was in the middle of this:  
a small, longish cellar with a few arches, about  
30 chairs (folding), no visible tech like sets, mic, 
speakers or theatre  lamps.... On our left, down-
stage, a nylon-string acoustic guitar on a stand.
 Clad in black, wearing  a small cap, our actor 

entered, referring us to a small diary he’d come 
across, containing a shocking, bizarre account. 
Would we like to hear some of it ....?   Very quickly, 
anyone who - like me - had some doubts was won 
over as Loucas began the tale of the king intent on 
finding	the		truth.	On	occasion,	the	narrator	would	
reach for his guitar to amplify a point through one 
of his songs,  advancing our journey toward tragic 
denouement.  Perfect acoustics in this space, by 
the way!

At the thirty minute mark, about half-way 
through,		Loucas	exited	briefly	to	return	costumed	
as the blind seer, Tiresias, who ‘knows where the 
bodies are buried’.

Cleverly,  the writer/performer saves the best 
for the end, when, after a slightly longer exit, he 
returns as ‘Oedipus’ himself.  The king helplessly 
observes	the	final	clues	falling	into	place	around	
him, elects a terrible punishment for the crimes 
revealed, and the one-hander ends.

The applause following was sustained and loud, 
and rightly so.   

If you feel you might gain both inspiration and 
ideas for placing your own songs in a stage piece, 
you could do worse than getting to ‘Oedipus 
Rex,’ the Loucas Loizou one-man  version,  at this 
Fringe.  A few performances remain, ending on 
18th March - check your Fringe Guide then check 
out the show!

Geoff Hastwell
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A Story from Mr Harry’s 
School of Applied Guitar

I taught guitar on a casual basis for about 30 
years. During this time I built up a Grade Five level 
guitar course, one I felt was accessible and easy to 
learn from. 

However, no matter what course material a teach-
er has, he/she cannot always choose the students 
they’ll teach!  So when I agreed to take on a young 
bloke who had some intellectual disadvantages, 
progress was understandably slower than usual. 
But we persevered, though any chance for him to 
become ‘the next Elvis’ was not strong!

Looking back on these lessons, I wish I’d made 
sure a glass of water was handy  at all times to 
keep him hydrated, and that I’d preceded our 
guitar work by simply beating out simple rhythms 
- for example, the famous ‘Jaws’ riff, or ‘Walk on 
the Wild Side’.

But working on ‘fun songs’, adapting songs like 
‘Smoke on the Water’ for guitar helped keep his 
focus and interest. 

After a few years he could play good basic guitar, 
and I was delighted when ‘the system’ declared 
him no longer in the ‘severe’ category of disability 
but now in the ‘slow learner’ part of the spectrum.  
When I began studying Biblical passages some 
years later, I was struck by the text:  ‘We are all 
born with sound minds....’ OK, one meaning may 
well be that babies have good brain development, 
etc, but a second meaning is that all human beings 
have a natural love of  ‘musical sounds’, we want 
to sing, to make music, to play musical instru-
ments.....!

Harry Shulten

   HATS - 2018 Fringe Show, 
‘Director’s Cut’

Paula Standing, SCALA Board member and also 
part of HATS, (Historic and Artistic Tradition 
Songwriters) spoke to Songspeak recently about 
this group’s beginnings in 2014, when several 
local singer-songwriters collaborated to produce 
songs based on Adelaide town - its history, char-
acters, politics and peccadilloes.... The aim was to 
write songs that would engage an audience keen 
to discover hitherto unknown details of their 
‘home turf’ in all its light and shade, humour and 
sadness. 

Working with brilliant historian Patricia Sumer-
ling, a trove of stories was unearthed -  political 
and sexual scandal, the antics of local ‘charac-
ters’ and the like.  The lyrics which began build-
ing then were accompanied with tunes ranging 
through folk, jazz, ballad, to dance-music like 
tango and belly-dance!  

The group made such an impact in its inaugu-
ral year that it won the prestigious Fringe Ruby 
Award. 

This year, the ‘Director’s Cut’ has several new 
songs, a very contemporary tone, data-slide pro-
jections and snappy intros to engage audiences 
even more. 

 The singer-songwriters:  Keith Preston(Project 
Director), Alan Hartley (Musical Director), Ivone 
Kirkpatrick, Paul Roberts and Paula Standing.
The musicians:  Sutomi Ohnishi (percussion),  
Trisha Drioli (bass), Jeremy Phillips (electric gui-
tar), Ashley Turner (violin).

The show travels far, both metaphorically and 
physically, opening on March 2nd at the Auburn 
Courthouse at 8pm,  then next day at the Jade in 
Flinders Street, 5pm.  On the following Saturday, 
10th March, the last two shows are again at the 
Jade, 2pm and 5pm. 

Miss it? Why, it’d be a local scandal if you did!
Geoff Hastwell
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OUT NOW!!   OUT NOW!!   OUT NOW!!  OUT NOW!!   OUT NOW!!
Get your copy of the SCALA ‘Songs to Sing’ CD

showcasing the 2016 FOOM winners.
Pick up your copy for $15 (member’s price)

at the next SCALA event @ The Wheaty
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5 THINGS TO DO PRIOR TO GOING INTO A PRO STUDIO 

Are you ready for the studio?

1.Have all the songs prepared: 

This might sound obvious, but it is crucial to know 
the number of songs you want to record. Make sure 
all the song writing is completed before going into 
the studio. Writing and arranging on the fly in the 
studio is an expensive way of achieving very little, 
so finish all the songs you wish to record before you 
arrive. Come in with a concise plan of what you are 
recording and how. Who will be singing on each 
song? What instruments / musicians do you need 
for each song? What is the style of each song? Have 
your songs written out (chords and lyrics) clearly 
and neatly for others to use with extra copies, and 
be prepared to make changes to a song if it needs an 
adjustment. Don’t leave anything to chance when 
assembling your music team - it has to be musicians 
you are comfortable with. Most studios do not have 
session musicians, so don’t assume the studio will 
provide musicians, enquire in advance. Showing up 
prepared will go a long way in getting the most out of 

Recording in a commercial professional studio is quite different from working in your home stu-
dio. Some of your home studio habits just won’t work when you record in a pro studio where you’re 
charged by the hour or by the day. Effective and focused working is paramount in a commercial re-
cording studio – you need to make sure that you’re properly prepared. So here are 5 tips from some 
great recording studios around Adelaide to help our members to get the most out of their recording 
experience:

your recording experience.

Being prepared also means that all of your gear is 
functioning and ready for a studio recording. Every 
little movement, strum, breath, and sound will 
be recorded and be audible in the final recording. 
Therefore make sure that the instruments are tuned 
and up to quality standards (change your guitar and 
bass strings, do vocal warm-ups etc). Vocals are a big 
deal. Don’t under-prepare or squeeze them in last 
minute when there’s no budget left. They are the most 
important part of your record. It’s the number one 
thing people hear upfront - it’s what sells the song.  
Put the time and effort in on getting a great vocal 
arrangement.

Be clear on the arrangement for every song. Leaving 
this to chance might prove disastrous - last-minute 
studio arranging cuts into valuable recording time.  
Who is producing the song(s)? Who is arranging the 
songs(s)?  These people will have a controlling stake 
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in your songs. Be careful of the team you pick, they 
must have the same goals as you. Know what will 
happen from the beginning of the session (project) 
to the end. Studio projects can be very unpredictable.  
A lot of unplanned things can happen in the studio: 
illness, broken equipment, hoarse voice, artistic 
differences, family emergencies etc, all of which chew 
up time and money.  So try not to have any gigs in 
and around the recording period, commit all your 
time to being in the studio. 

If you have made demos of a song or captured a killer 
guitar lick at home, bring it along as a reference or to 
be included on the recording.

An already-published song may capture a sound you 
are trying to achieve, so bring that song along as a 
reference, as this will be easier (and more efficient) 
for all to understand.

2.Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse! 

The songs are written, but you need to make sure 
they’re all well-rehearsed, and everyone who’s playing 
on the song knows her/his part and is playing to the 
best of their ability. You do not want to be rehearsing 
your songs in the studio - that is an expensive 
practice session. In fact, before you even think about 
going into the recording studio, you must have 
rehearsed your songs to perfection. Knowing your 
songs by heart will result in fewer takes, and fewer 
takes means getting more done in less time (and less 
cost).

3. Mix on another day: 

It’s tempting to start mixing your project right after 
recording, but it’s often better to let your ears have a 
rest for a couple of days. Your ears will be too tired 
to have a clear perspective on what you’ve recorded. 
Set aside a separate day to mix if you can afford to. 
Coming back with fresh ears will often inspire your 
mixing session.

If you’re going to utilize someone else to mix your 
project, be sure to give them as much information 
as possible about your song. This includes reference 
tracks, working demos, but also some of your older 
songs so that the mixer can identify your sound and 
build upon that. 

4.The best take: 

Aim for excellence. These are the tracks you want to 
release to the wider world, so you owe it to yourself 
to make them as good as they can be. Prepare well, 
work hard and get that perfect take. Also make sure 
your equipment is up to the task. Make sure all your 
and all your musicians’ gear is in pristine condition 
before you head to the studio. 

5.Back-Up  Plan: 

This back-up plan also includes back-up of your files. 
Try and back-up your files in 3 different places, eg 
on a DVD, at home, and one on the internet. It may 
seem a bit excessive, but the thinking is, it is easier to 
back up than to recreate the work.

You must have a back-up plan for musicians, 
instruments, producers and everything else that can 
be backed-up.  Don’t leave anything to chance.
Make sure that after your recording session, you 
bounce down any tracks with plugins on them. 
This way when you move the session to a different 
machine that doesn’t have those same plugins, you 
will still have a working audio. 

Bring extra everything. If you are a guitarist, bring 
two guitars, bring extra strings for each, bring a pack 
of picks. If you are a drummer, bring several pairs of 
sticks, extra drum heads etc. 

Make sure all your instruments are tuned up. Having 
any instruments out of tune on your recordings 
is going to greatly bring down the quality of your 
sound, so make sure you bring your tuner! 

Some other comments -

Bring some food with you:

You need fuel when you’re working hard. Assume 
there’ll be nowhere to eat near the studio.

Know your studio:

Know how to get there, be prompt.  You’re paying 
for the time, so if the studio recording time starts at 
10.00am, be there before 10.00am to set up. If there 
are drums to set up, ask the studio if you can come in 
the night before and set up, and if you can’t do this, 
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then get to the studio at least 30 - 60 minutes before 
the session starts. Setting up equipment can quickly 
eat into your recording time. Remember the engineer 
needs to mic everything up and then get levels, this 
can easily take an hour out of your recording time. 
Find out which Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) 
you’ll be using and who will be engineering, find 
out if the studio has a specialty genre.  How much 
will it cost? Will you need to hire in additional 
equipment? Match the right studio for your project 
to your needs and budget. Be clear on what is 
included (or not included) in the cost of the studio 
-  ie: is mixing, mastering, extra copies, etc included? 
Ask to have all the costs written on paper to avoid 
any misunderstandings. Does the studio have 
good acoustics, up to date software, a good sound 
engineer? Has recorded your style of music in the 
past? Any past recordings you can listen to? Make 
sure you know what the studio’s responsibilities are 
and what yours are too.

Be respectful of the studio’s space, time, employees, 
and policies.

Plan to stay professional in the studio and party after 
your work there is done. 
 

All quiet on the set please:

Recording songs takes concentration and focus, 
the studio is not the place to sit around and get 
hammered (despite what the movies show us)!

Sometimes it’s great to have friends and family 
around to give support, but be mindful of whom you 

allow to hang out on your recording session. You are 
paying good money to record, so don’t let the loud 
laughter of drunken friends hamper your ability to 
get the best recording possible.

Only bring to the studio those who need to be there.

BUT, having prepared thoroughly, set up and sound 
checked, don’t ever lose sight of the fact that it’s 
the feeling in the music that will either make it or 
break it. Many home demos are more listenable than 
professional studio recordings because the artist 
became too concerned about doing it “properly” 
than just letting it rip in a relaxed environment. A 
great studio engineer and/or producer will help to 
create an artistic atmosphere so you can be at your 
best, but in the end it’s up to you to play or sing with 
all the passion and abandon that you had in your 
greatest moments on stage. What were the thoughts 
and feelings happening then? Bring them with you 
and pour them out during the recording, rather 
than feeling too precious that “now you’re doing it 
properly….don’t make any mistakes”. Just have fun 
with the music and it will be imprinted in there for 
all time.

Jackson Moore, with special thanks to Quentin @ Q 
Music and Ian @ Messenger Recording Studio’s for 
their insightful and valuable contributions.
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NOT A SCALA MEMBER?
SCALA membership is open to anyone with 

an interest in songwriting, composition and 
lyric writing, anywhere in the world.

JOIN UP TODAY and enjoy the benefits of 
being a SCALA member.

Go to our website and follow the prompts:
http://www.scala.org.au/join-scala

 

 

15% Discount for SCALA 
members at The Sound 
Garage!! 
https://www.thesoundgarage.
com.au/
If you require maintenance and 
servicing for your guitars, get in 
to see Jordan Reynolds at The 
Sound Garage, 1/179 Hindley 
street (up stairs), 
Adelaide.
Tel: +614 81 155  892, and he’ll 
take good care of you, plus he 
offers SCALA members a 15% 
discount!

 

SCALA BOARD OF 
MANAGEMENT 
Simon Molloy (President) 
Greg Wright (Secretary) 
Clayton Werner (Treasurer) 
Ronnie Taheny 
Marta Bayly 
Paula Standing 
Rowena Garcia 
Geoff Hastwell 
Jackson Moore 

Subscribe to SCALA’s very 
own YouTube Channel to 
see local songwriters per-
form their original songs.

https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCM9HqdAxjP-
DG1y-Py6LQShg

 

 

 

http://www.scala.org.au/join-scala
https://www.thesoundgarage.com.au/
https://www.thesoundgarage.com.au/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM9HqdAxjPDG1y-Py6LQShg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM9HqdAxjPDG1y-Py6LQShg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM9HqdAxjPDG1y-Py6LQShg

